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Guidelines for Your Visit to the Museum 

So your visit to our museum is a pleasant experience and you think back on it with fond 
memories, we would like to let you know about the most important guidelines in 
advance.  
Our team at the sales desk and our security staff are your contact people at the 
museum and only too happy to help you with your queries. 
They can give you all the information material we have provided about the museum, the 
collection, and the exhibitions. We keep this information readily available for you and it 
can accompany you on your tour through the museum. 
The security staff carries a great responsibility for the safety of the works of art and 
cultural objects presented at the museum. It takes a great load off their minds if you 
assist in safeguarding the museum’s treasures. 

Regulations to be followed at the museum are: 

-  Bags larger than ca. A4 format, rucksacks, briefcases, and large or unwieldy
   objects are not allowed to be taken into the exhibition rooms due to the danger of
   them unintentionally damaging exhibition objects. So you can safely deposit your
   things during your visit we provide free cloakroom lockers.
-  You must keep a proper distance from the works of art, the frames, and the
   pedestals. Touching works of art is not allowed.
-  Folding chairs are available for guided tours and other events as well as for school
   classes. You must carry them in your hands and not on your shoulder.
-  You are permitted to take photographs as long as you do NOT use a flashlight or
   as long as there is no notice on the object label or sign in the room stating
   otherwise. This may be the case due to certain contractual obligations.
-  Selfie (mobile) sticks are not allowed.
-  You must not eat or drink in the exhibition rooms. The museum cafe is open to
   the public and sells food and drinks.
-  Visitors with children are requested to not leave their children unattended.
   Running about is not allowed anywhere in the museum.
-  Smaller prams (strollers and buggies) are allowed. Larger prams can be left at the
   museum sales desk and exchanged for a replacement stroller for the duration of
   your stay.
-  For writing and making notes within the exhibition rooms the sales desk can
   provide you with lead pencils and writing pads.
-  People with disabilities are very welcome. Walking aids and wheelchairs are
   permitted. The museum can put a wheelchair at your disposal for your visit. You
   can make a reservation or order a wheelchair at the sales desk.
-  Animals are not permitted in the museum.
-  The directions of the security staff must be followed. Persons who disturb normal
   museum operations can be requested to leave.
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Visit as a Group or as a School Class 

Admission for groups (10 persons and over) is reduced. It is desirable that you notify 
us of your visit in advance. Our art-education team provides guided tours for groups. 
They must be booked in advance. 
Also school classes without a guide from the museum's art-education department 
are requested to notify us of their visit. Additionally they must take note of the house 
regulations and abide by them. 

Additional Regulations for Groups 

- Persons in charge of groups or classes must always take care that the
participants or children or teenagers behave in an appropriate manner and are
considerate toward others. Above all, they should be made especially aware of
the above-mentioned regulations.

- The rules of conduct in a museum should be discussed with the group or class
prior to the visit. Students understand the situation better if they realize that the
works of art in a museum are unique and irreplaceable and have a profound
cultural value.

- Utmost attention must be given to proper behavior in the museum and moving
about in it in an appropriate way.
Groups and classes must be guided through the museum in a body. The
passages must remain clear so that other visitors do not feel obstructed.
Groups and classes of more than 10 should have two people in charge.
Security staff is authorized to uphold law and order in the case of museum
operations being disturbed.

- Sitting on the floor is permitted as long as it does not disturb other visitors in
the museum. You are permitted to use the museum’s folding chairs and
pillows. The folding chairs must not be carried on shoulders.

- Leaders and persons in charge of groups and teachers carry full responsibility
for their groups or classes for the entire visit. Security staff must be obeyed.

The Grisons Museum of Fine Arts and its staff would like to thank you for your 
understanding and cooperation. 

Your Grisons Museum of Fine Arts 

Desk: 
info@bkm.gr.ch 
+41 81 257 28 69

Art education:  
kunstvermittlung@bkm.gr.ch 
+41 81 257 28 72
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